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AK 911
HOW TO MAKE TOON MODELS TUTORIAL

OCTOBER

English. 156 pages.

The tutorial covers from 
airplanes to tanks, also 
including cars and boats 
and, of course, figures.
Try to read it, without 
being tempted to build 
one of these.

This book explains in a simple but effective way with different levels 
of difficulty how to work with the Toon models (or egg models) which 
popularity is expanding worldwide, and establishing itself as a new 
trend on which several brands have set their sights. This is the first 
tutorial book focused on this kind of modelling, in which well known 
internationally modellers have participated. Both for beginners who 
want to start in the hobby and for veterans looking for new experiences, 
the toons represent a new point of view without historical ties and a 
testing ground for many modellers.

A lot of land to discover, the book is a different, very striking guide that 
will make you enjoy modelling while learning how to deal with these 
little ones. 

24.95 €
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AK 2140

AK 2260

U.S. MODERN AIRCRAFT 2

WW2 IJAAF AIRCRAFT COLORS

ACRYLIC SETS

FS 36375 Light Ghost Grey: colour used for the Compass Ghost Grey scheme from the second half of 
the 1970s onwards. Also used as an underside colour in the Hill Grey I scheme.
FS 36320 Dark Ghost Grey: colour used for the Compass Ghost Grey scheme from the second half of 
the 1970s onwards.
FS 36270 Medium Grey: one of the basic upper surface colours used for the Hill Grey I and II schemes.
FS 36251 Aggressor Grey: colour used for the Mod-Eagle scheme, currently applied to the F-15 
fighter variants. Also used for the aggressor schemes.
FS 36176 F-15 Dark Grey: colour used for the Mod-Eagle scheme, currently applied to the F-15 fighter 
variants.
FS 36118 Medium Gunship Grey: one of the basic upper surface colours used for the Hill Grey I and II 
schemes. Also used for the Euro I scheme on transport aircraft, 
and as the current overall colour of the F-15E fleet.
FS 35450 Air Superiority Blue: overall colour of the first F-15A/B interceptors, also used for the 
aggressor schemes.
FS 16473 ADC Grey: overall colour of USAF and ANG interceptors (F-101, F-102, F-106, F-4...) from 
1960s to 1980s. Also used as maintenance marking colour.

U.S. Modern Aircraft 2 is a set of eight acrylic paints, essential for painting the authentic 
colors of the US Air Force and Air National Guard from the early 1960s, onwards. These 
colors can be used to paint models of aircraft such as A-10 Thunderbolt II, F-4 Phantom 
II, F-15 Eagle, F-16 Falcon, F-101 Voodoo, F-102 Delta Dagger, F-106 Delta Dart and many 
more. A profile guide is printed on the backside of the box. Our paints are not only histor-
ically accurate and specially formulated with top quality components; they also have been 
designed taking into account the scale reduction effect*. Our acrylic paints are ready to use 
straight from the bottle; simply shake, and the paint is ready to go. Dilution is not necessary 
when airbrushing AK acrylic paints; however, when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a 
few drops of our specially formulated thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic paints, the AK712 
improves the performance of the paint and is vastly superior to most other available thinners, 
resulting in a greater degree of coverage when applied by brush.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this means the color applied 
to the model must be of a lighter shade to look the same as the full sized version. If the same 
color tones were applied to each, the model would appear darker as it reflects less light.

#1 Hairyokushoku (Grey-Green): standard overall colour in use from 1936 to 1945  
#3 Hairanshoku (Grey-Indigo): interior colour used from 1936 to circa 1943  
#7 Ohryoku Nana Go Shoku (Olive Brown): standard factory colour applied from ca. July 1944 until 
the end of war  
#21 Midori lro (Green): standard camouflage green originally intended to be used with #27 in 
Luftwaffe style, later solid or mottle; 1941-45  
#27 Ao Midori lro (Blue Green): standard camouflage green originally intended to be used with #21 in 
Luftwaffe style, later solid or mottle; 1941-45 #29 Ki Midori lro (Yellow Green): interior colour used 
from circa 1943  
#30 Karekusa lro (Dry Grass Colour): standard camouflage colour used together with greens in 
1937-45  
#31 Cha Kasshoku (Tea Colour): standard camouflage colour used together with greens in 1937-45 

WW2 IJN Aircraft Colors is a set of eight acrylic paints essential for painting the authentic 
colors used by the Imperial Japanese Army Air Force during World War Two. Our new colors 
have been carefully researched for accuracy by the author of the famous “Aviation of Japan” 
blog. Included are six basic colors for painting the exterior surfaces and two standard interior 
colors. A profile guide is printed on the backside of the box. Our paints are not only histor-
ically accurate and specially formulated with top quality components; they also have been 
designed taking into account the scale reduction effect*. Our acrylic paints are ready to use 
straight from the bottle; simply shake, and the paint is ready to go. Dilution is not necessary 
when airbrushing AK acrylic paints; however, when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a 
few drops of our specially formulated thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic paints, the AK712 
improves the performance of the paint and is vastly superior to most other available thinners, 
resulting in a greater degree of coverage when applied by brush.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this means the color applied 
to the model must be of a lighter shade to look the same as the full sized version. If the same 
color tones were applied to each, the model would appear darker as it reflects less light.

OCTOBER

INCLUDES:
AK 2057 FS 36375 Light Ghost Grey
AK 2058 FS 36320 Dark Ghost Grey
AK 2141 FS 36270 Medium Grey
AK 2142 FS 36251 Aggressor Grey
AK 2143 FS 36176 F-15 Dark Grey
AK 2144 FS 36118 Medium Gunship Grey
AK 2145 FS 35450 Air Superiority Blue
AK 2146 FS 16473 ADC Grey

INCLUDES:
AK 2261 #1 Hairyokushoku (Grey-Green)
AK 2262 #3 Hairanshoku (Grey Indigo)
AK 2263 #7 Ohryoku Nana Go Shoku (Olive Brown)
AK 2264 #21 Midori lro (Green)
AK 2265 #27 Ao Midori lro (Blue Green)
AK 2266 #29 Ki Midori lro (Yellow Green)
AK 2267 #30 Karekusa lro (Dry Grass)
AK 2268 #31 Cha Kasshoku (Tea Colour)

18.40 €

18.40 €
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AK 2170
LUFTWAFFE COLORS
1960S 1970S

AK 2160
EARLY ISRAELI
AIR FORCE COLORS

AK 2180
LUFTWAFFE 
COLORS
1990S 2000S

AK 2220
WW2 U.S. AIRCRAFT
INTERIOR COLORS

This set of five acrylic paints is indispensable for painting the cockpits and other 
inner surfaces of all U.S. aircraft from the World War Two period, including the 
Army Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps machines. Our paints are not only histori-
cally accurate and specially formulated with top quality components; they also have 
been designed taking into account the scale reduction effect*. Our acrylic paints are 
ready to use straight from the bottle; simply shake, and the paint is ready to go. Di-
lution is not necessary when airbrushing AK acrylic paints; however, when painting 
camouflage or fine lines, add a few drops of our specially formulated thinner AK712. 
Useful for all acrylic paints, the AK712 improves the performance of the paint and 
is vastly superior to most other available thinners, resulting in a greater degree of 
coverage when applied by brush.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this means the 
color applied to the model must be of a lighter shade to look the same as the full 
sized version. If the same color tones were applied to each, the model would appear 
darker as it reflects less light.

This set includes the four colors that are indispensable for painting models of the 
aircraft used by the Israeli Air Force from the late 1940s until the late 1960s, in-
cluding the specific color of Avia S-199 fighters sourced from Czechoslovakia. Our 
paints are not only historically accurate and specially formulated with top quality 
components; they also have been designed taking into account the scale reduction 
effect*. Our acrylic paints are ready to use straight from the bottle; simply shake, 
and the paint is ready to go. Dilution is not necessary when airbrushing AK acrylic 
paints; however, when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a few drops of our 
specially formulated thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic paints, the AK712 improves 
the performance of the paint and is vastly superior to most other available thinners, 
resulting in a greater degree of coverage when applied by brush.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this means the 
color applied to the model must be of a lighter shade to look the same as the full 
sized version. If the same color tones were applied to each, the model would appear 
darker as it reflects less light.

This set of four acrylics and one Xtreme Metal paint is essential for painting models 
of aircraft used by the German Air Force in 1960s and 1970s. It includes the basic 
camouflage colors used in the Norm 72 and Norm 76 schemes. Our paints are not 
only historically accurate and specially formulated with top quality components; 
they also have been designed taking into account the scale reduction effect*. Our 
acrylic paints are ready to use straight from the bottle; simply shake, and the paint is 
ready to go. Dilution is not necessary when airbrushing AK acrylic paints; however, 
when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a few drops of our specially formulated 
thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic paints, the AK712 improves the performance 
of the paint and is vastly superior to most other available thinners, resulting in a 
greater degree of coverage when applied by brush. The Xtreme Metal paints are 
high quality metallic colors developed with outstanding pigments, and especially 
formulated for the modeller to achieve the best results. Resistant to any kind of 
weathering, with ultra-high coverage power, high sheen, will not damage the plas-
tic, and you can varnish without altering their glossiness. These are quite simply the 
highest quality metallic paints ever seen.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this means the 
color applied to the model must be of a lighter shade to look the same as the full 
sized version. If the same color tones were applied to each, the model would appear 
darker as it reflects less light.

This set of five colors is indispensable for painting models of the aircraft used by the 
German Air Force from the 1990s, onwards. This includes the basic colors used in 
the Norm 90J and Norm 95 schemes, as well as the colors used for painting the Eu-
rofighter fleet. Our paints are not only historically accurate and specially formulated 
with top quality components; they also have been designed taking into account the 
scale reduction effect*. Our acrylic paints are ready to use straight from the bottle; 
simply shake, and the paint is ready to go. Dilution is not necessary when airbrush-
ing AK acrylic paints; however, when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a few 
drops of our specially formulated thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic paints, the 
AK712 improves the performance of the paint and is vastly superior to most other 
available thinners, resulting in a greater degree of coverage when applied by brush.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this means the 
color applied to the model must be of a lighter shade to look the same as the full 
sized version. If the same color tones were applied to each, the model would appear 
darker as it reflects less light.

OCTOBER

INCLUDES:
AK 2106 Dull Dark Green
AK 2205 Bronze Green
AK 2206 Yellow Green
AK 2207 Zinc Chromate Yellow
AK 2303 Interior Green

INCLUDES:
AK 2161 MNO 2036 Smalt Khaki Avion
AK 2162 RAL 5008 Grey-Blue (Graublau)
AK 2163 RAL 7044 Silk Grey (Seidengrau)
AK 2164 RAL 8008 Olive Brown (Olivbraun)

INCLUDES:
AK 2171 RAL 2005 Luminous Orange 
(Leuchtorange)
AK 2172 RAL 6014 Yellow Olive (Gelboliv)
AK 2173 RAL RAL 7001 Silver Grey (Silbergrau)
AK 2174 RAL 7012 Basalt Grey (Basaltgrau)
AK 478 White Aluminium (Xtreme Metal)

INCLUDES:
AK 2056 FS 35237 Medium Gray
AK 2057 FS 36375 Light Ghost Grey
AK 2058 FS 36320 Dark Ghost Grey
AK 2174 RAL 7012 Basalt Grey (Basaltgrau)
AK 2175 RAL 7030 Stone Grey (Steingrau)

11.50 €

9.20 €

14.40 €

11.50 €
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AK 2200
WW2 USAAF
AIRCRAFT COLORS VOL.1

AK 2210
WW2 USAAF
AIRCRAFT COLORS VOL.2

AK 2250
1937-1941 SOVIET
AIRCRAFT COLORS

This set of five acrylic paints is indispensible for painting the authen-
tic colors of the Soviet Air Force from 1937 until the mid-1941. Our 
paints are not only historically accurate and specially formulated with 
top quality components; they also have been designed taking into ac-
count the scale reduction effect*. Our acrylic paints are ready to use 
straight from the bottle; simply shake, and the paint is ready to go. 
Dilution is not necessary when airbrushing AK acrylic paints; however, 
when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a few drops of our special-
ly formulated thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic paints, the AK712 
improves the performance of the paint and is vastly superior to most 
other available thinners, resulting in a greater degree of coverage when 
applied by brush.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this 
means the color applied to the model must be of a lighter shade to look 
the same as the full sized version. If the same color tones were applied 
to each, the model would appear darker as it reflects less light.

This set of two acrylic and three Xtreme Metal paints is es-
sential for painting models of most of the aircraft used by the 
United States Army Air Force from late 1943 until the end of 
World War Two and shortly after. Included are two different 
olive drab shades that were used for painting the anti-glare 
panels, and three different shades of aluminium, which allow 
for reproducing the difference between the panels made from 
various metal sheets and aluminium-painted, fabric-skinned 
control surfaces. Our paints are not only historically accu-
rate and specially formulated with top quality components; 
they also have been designed taking into account the scale 
reduction effect*. Our acrylic paints are ready to use straight 
from the bottle; simply shake, and the paint is ready to go. 
Dilution is not necessary when airbrushing AK acrylic paints; 
however, when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a few 

drops of our specially formulated thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic paints, the AK712 improves the performance of the paint and is vastly 
superior to most other available thinners, resulting in a greater degree of coverage when applied by brush. The Xtreme Metal paints are high 
quality metallic colors developed with outstanding pigments, and especially formulated for the modeller to achieve the best results. Resistant 
to any kind of weathering, with ultra-high coverage power, high sheen, will not damage the plastic, and you can varnish without altering their 
glossiness. These are quite simply the highest quality metallic paints ever seen.

*A model aircraft reflects less light than an actual full size aircraft; this means the color applied to the model must be of a lighter shade to look the 
same as the full sized version. If the same color tones were applied to each, the model would appear darker as it reflects less light.

This set of three acrylic paints is essential for painting models of most 
of the aircraft used by the United States Army Air Force from 1941 to 
late 1943. Our paints are not only historically accurate and specially 
formulated with top quality components; they also have been designed 
taking into account the scale reduction effect*. Our acrylic paints are 
ready to use straight from the bottle; simply shake, and the paint is 
ready to go. Dilution is not necessary when airbrushing AK acrylic 
paints; however, when painting camouflage or fine lines, add a few 
drops of our specially formulated thinner AK712. Useful for all acrylic 
paints, the AK712 improves the performance of the paint and is vastly 
superior to most other available thinners, resulting in a greater degree 
of coverage when applied by brush.

OCTOBER

INCLUDES:
AK 2251 AE-9/AII Light Grey
AK 2252 AII Protective (Green)
AK 2253 AII Light Blue
AK 2254 A-18f Light Grey-Blue
AK 2255 A-19f Grass Green

INCLUDES:
AK 2201 Dark Olive Drab 41
AK 2202 Medium Green 42
AK 2203 Neutral Grey 43

INCLUDES:
AK 2201 Dark Olive Drab 41
AK 2204 ANA613 Olive Drab
AK 479 Aluminium (Xtreme Metal)
AK 480 Dark Aluminium (Xtreme Metal)
AK 488 Matte Aluminium (Xtreme Metal)

6.90 €

19.95 €

11.50 €
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AK2271 WWI German Fokker Grey
AK2272 WWI German Light Green
AK2273 WWI German Dark Green
AK2274 WWI German Mauve
AK2275 WWI German Red-Brown
AK2276 WWI German Light Blue
AK2277 WWI German Lilac
AK2278 WWI German Grey-Green Primer
AK2281 PC10 Early
AK2282 PC10 Late
AK2283 PC12
AK2284 Battleship Grey
AK2291 Clear Doped Linen Shade #1
AK2292 Clear Doped Linen Shade #2
AK2293 Bleached Linen
AK2002 RLM 02
AK2091 RLM 04
AK2034 RLM 63
AK2003 RLM 65
AK2004 RLM 66

AK2005 RLM 70
AK2006 RLM 71
AK2007 RLM 74
AK2008 RLM 75
AK2009 RLM 76
AK2021 RLM 72
AK2022 RLM 73
AK2023 RLM 78
AK2024 RLM 79
AK2025 RLM 80
AK2026 RLM 61/RLM 81
AK2027 RLM 62/RLM 82
AK2028 RLM 83
AK2011 RAF Dark Green
AK2012 RAF Dark Earth
AK2013 RAF Medium Sea Grey
AK2014 RAF Ocean Grey
AK2015 RAF Sky (FS 34424)
AK2016 RAF Middle Stone
AK2017 RAF Azzure Blue

AK2141 FS 36270 Medium Grey
AK2142 FS 36251 Agressor Grey
AK2143 FS 36176 F-15 Dark Grey
AK2144 FS 36118 Medium Gunship Grey
AK2145 FS 35450 Air Superiority Blue
AK2146 FS 16473 ADC Grey
AK2147 FS 37886 Offwhite
AK2151 FS 33531 Sand
AK2152 FS 34227 Green
AK2153 FS 34258 Green
AK2154 FS 35622 Light Blue
AK2161 MNO 2036 Smalt Khaki Avion
AK2162 RAL 5008 Grey-Blue (Graublau)
AK2163 RAL 7044 Silk Grey (Seidengrau)
AK2164 RAL 8008 Olive Brown (Olivbraun)
AK2171 RAL 2005 Luminous Orange (Leuchtorange)
AK2172 RAL 6014 Yellow Olive (Gelboliv)
AK2173 RAL 7001 Silver Grey (Silbergrau)
AK2174 RAL 7012 Basalt Grey (Basaltgrau)
AK2175 RAL 7030 Stone Grey (Steingrau)

AK2247 AMT-1 Light Brown
AK2248 A-21m Light Yellowish Brown
AK2301 Cockpit Turquoise
AK2302 Radome Green
AK2304 Cockpit Grey
AK2051 FS 16440 Light Gull Grey
AK2052 FS 17875 White
AK2053 FS 33613 Radome Tan
AK2054 FS 35164 Intermediate Blue
AK2055 FS 36307 Light Sea Gray
AK2056 FS 35237 Medium Gray
AK2057 FS 36375 Light Ghost Gray
AK2058 FS 36320 Dark Ghost Gray
AK2101 FS 34079 Dark Green
AK2102 FS 34102 Medium Green
AK2103 FS 30219 Dark Tan
AK2104 FS 36622 Camouflage Grey
AK2105 FS 36081 Grey
AK2106 Dull Dark Green (FS 34092)
AK2111 FS 30279 Desert Tan

AK2204 ANA613 Olive Drab
AK2205 Bronze Green
AK2206 Yellow Green
AK2207 Zinc Chromate Yellow
AK2303 Interior Green
AK2231 M-485 Light Gray
AK2232 M-485 Blue-Gray
AK2233 Sea Blue
AK2234 Dark Sea Blue
AK2251 AE-9/AII Light Grey
AK2252 AII Green
AK2253 AII Light Blue
AK2254 A-18f Light Grey-Blue
AK2255 A-19f Grass Green
AK2241 A-14 Interior Steel Grey
AK2242 AMT-4 (A-24m) Green
AK2243 AMT-6 (A-26m) Black
AK2244 AMT-7 (A-28m) Light Blue
AK2245 AMT-11 Blue-Grey
AK2246 AMT-12 Dark Grey

AK2018 Aircraft Grey Green
AK2061 J3 Hai-Iro (Grey)
AK2062 J3 SP (Amber Grey)
AK2063 D1 Deep Green Black
AK2064 D2 Green Black
AK2065 C2 Trainer Yellow
AK2066 Q1 Anti-Glare Blue-Black
AK2067 M3(M) Mitsubishi Interior Green
AK2068 M3(N) Nakajima Interior Green
AK2261 Hairyokushoku (Grey-Green)
AK2262 Hairanshoku (Grey Indigo)
AK2263 Ohryuko Nana Go Shoku (Olive Brown)
AK2264 Midori Iro (Green)
AK2265 Ao Midori Iro (Blue-Green)
AK2266 Ki Midori Iro (Yellow-Green)
AK2267 Karekusa Iro (Dry Grass)
AK2268 Cha Kasshoku (Tea Colour)
AK2201 Dark Olive Drab 41
AK2202 Medium Green 42
AK2203 Neutral Gray 43

ACRYLICS AIRCRAFT RACK

OCTOBER

The Air series colours are specially designed for painting 
aircraft with the  airbrush to produce an intense satin finish. 
This range is designed in co-operation with the best aircraft 

painters and historians in Europe. The 120 colours of this dis-
play cover aircraft of all eras and most armies, WWI & WWII, 
modern, etc. With the best quality for aircraft lovers, already 

available individually in the best modelling shops.

REFERENCES INSIDE:

Measures:
w: 620 mm
h: 640 mm
d: 240 mm
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AK 8058
GLASS FIBRE PENCIL 4mm

OCTOBER

The glass fibre pencil is used in the modelling 
world to perform  precision sanding work, to 
realize stressed panels and simulating the dents 
in sheets metal in an easy and controllable 
way. To eliminate glue spills before the painting 
process and thus avoid unwanted effects, for this 
and many other uses.

The fibre tip that can be replaced by a new one 
when worn out.

5.95 €
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MP35-288 MP35-270

MP35-278

MP35-271

MP35-315

1:35

OLD RUSSIAN
WOMAN

ARAB TANKER

ARAB TANKERS
SET

ARAB TANKER
WITH AK-47

ALERT 
PALESTINIAN

MP35-316 

PALESTINIAN
WITH RPG

OCTOBER

FIGURES AND
NEW REFERENCES
We continue to expand the catalogue with different classic references 
little by little, every month with re-editions and some new ones. Our offer 
will continue to grow and we promise to surprise you. Dont miss out on  
our new reference for the US modern Crew in 1:72 scale !!!

11.95€ 11.95€

19.90€

11.95€

11.95€ 11.95€
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MP35-317 MP35-276

MP72-411

MP72-095

STREET FIGTHING 
PALESTINIANS SET

BIG CONCRETE 
BARRIERS

U.S. MODERN CREW

INDUSTRIAL
CHIMNEY

1:72

1:35

OCTOBER

19.90€ 10.90€

10.90€ 14.90€


